Doctoral student's 'fear of positivity' research could assist with effective depression treatments
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How can positive experiences seem like the opposite for some?
A doctoral student in Mississippi State University's Clinical Psychology program believes this phenomenon is true, and his recent research is featured in an upcoming issue of *The Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry*.

Michael R. Gallagher's article "A network analytic investigation of avoidance, dampening, and devaluation of positivity" focuses on how behaviors related to processing positive experiences may play a role in the development and maintenance of depression.

The article, to be released in a December edition of the journal, is part of his overall study of "reward devaluation theory," an outlook that suggests how individuals value—or devalue—positive experiences may be integral in understanding depression.

"Imagine someone with depression is viewing a prospective new relationship or job that would be perceived as exciting or positive to most people," Gallagher said. "However, given that the individual has past negative experiences—such as getting excited and letting oneself enter a new relationship only to be heartbroken or starting a new job only to get fired immediately—the individual no longer values or approaches these seemingly positive experiences because they learned that whenever they allow themselves to experience happiness or positivity, it is met with a negative outcome."

The Scranton, Pennsylvania, native said, "The positive experiences become a signal of danger."

Gallagher's study into reward devaluation theory could help researchers better understand the thoughts and behaviors that drive positivity avoidance and develop effective treatments to help depressed individuals.
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